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What you don’t know hurts
your investment portfolio
Harm shares how to follow the trail of the large
investors, the big elephants, and have them do the
heavy lifting, while you reap the investment benefits.
Harm’s priceless three rules of investing will have you
successfully and safely making money for your
future. The simple system Harm teaches helps even
the most novice investor make sound choices with
their assets to secure their retirement.

CONNECT WITH HARM:

+31 35 737 0440 | INFO@BELEGGEN.COM

Signature talk
FOLLOW THE SUCCESSFUL INVESTOR
In this engaging talk, investing expert Harm
van Wijk teaches audiences the investment
system that simplifies the market, enabling
you to find peace of mind, financial stability
and a future that is secure.

CONNECT WITH HARM:

+31 35 737 0440 | INFO@BELEGGEN.COM

ABO UT

Harm van Wijk
Harm van Wijk is passionate about training everyday
investors to be successful and secure their future in

CEO of
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just a few minutes a week. After losing 90% of his life
savings overnight, he was determined to learn how
the experts made money. After studying the “top
investment dogs” he created a software solution to
create easy investment choices and easy profits in
just a few minutes per week. He now teaches others
how to utilize this software to secure their futures.
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AS SEEN ON
“A very good method, I

A trusted
authority

lost money and realized
that I needed a system.
However, you have to
understand how the
system works to be able
to trust it. Everything is

“An expert, analytical and
honest, you have to follow the

supported by numbers.”
— MOHSIN MUKHTAR
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system and this is very difficult.
You provide all the tools for this.
Based on research over the past
30 years, this gives you a huge
competitive advantage.”
— RENE LUGTENBURG

“Before I met you, I lost money.
I have been using your system
for several years and now I am
making money. I feel safe
because I now have a system.”
— ESQ. W.J. DE VRIES MULDER
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